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Over the past 30 years Calgary has doubled in size, from a population of 640,645 in 1985 to 
1,230,915 in 2015. During that time the City has had five different mayors, hosted the Winter 
Olympics, and expanded the C-Train from 25 platforms to 45. Calgary’s Metropolitan Area has 
grown too, with Airdrie, Chestermere, Okotoks and Cochrane growing into full-fledged cities, 
ripe with inter-urban commuters.* And with changes to provincial legislation in the mid-’90s, 
rural Rocky View County and the Municipal District of Foothills are now real competitors for 
residential, commercial and industrial development that in the past would have been considered 
urban. In this metropolitan system, where people live, their household structure, and their place 
of work informs the services they need to conduct their daily lives, and directly impacts the 
spatial character of the City and the broader region. In sum, Metropolitan Calgary is increasingly 
complex.
Calgary and the broader metropolitan area will continue to grow, even with the current economic 
slowdown. Frictions within Calgary, between the various municipalities in the metropolitan 
area, and the priorities of other local authorities (such as the School Boards and Alberta Health 
Services) will continue to impact the agendas of local politicians and their ability to answer to the 
needs of their residents. How resources – whether it is hard infrastructure, affordable housing, 
classrooms, or hospital beds – are allocated over space and how these resources are funded, 
directly impacts these relationships. 
This technical paper provides my perspective as an urban economist on the efficient allocation of 
resources within a metropolitan system in general, with reference to Calgary where appropriate, 
and serves as a companion to the previously released “Reflections on Calgary’s Spatial Structure: 
An Urban Economists Critique of Municipal Planning in Calgary.” It is hoped that the concepts 
reviewed herein effectively expand upon and supplement the discussion in the former paper. 
The urban economic perspective adopted in this paper is itself not inconsistent with the public 
economics perspective but it pays more attention to space, and metropolitan transportation 
and land use policy, and less to tax policy and intergovernmental fiscal arrangements. I will 
explore the following sources of inefficiency within a metropolitan system: 1) local public goods, 
2) externalities, and 3) economies of scale, starting with a short background on classic market 
failure and second-best policy.
† 
I would like to thank Juan Carlos Lopez and Brian W. Conger for research assistance.
* 
Cochrane and Okotoks are towns; however, they both far exceed the 10,000 population minimum to be recognized as cities in 
Alberta if they wanted to be.
1CLASSIC MARKET FAILURE
Modern microeconomic policy analysis is organized around the First Theorem of Welfare 
Economics.1 The Theorem lays down a long list of conditions under which “the market” 
achieves an efficient allocation. Those who favor the free market and oppose government 
intervention on ideological grounds are apt to overlook the long list of conditions under which 
the Theorem applies, and claim that the Theorem proves the efficiency of the free market. 
Those who are leery of markets and well disposed towards government, stress that Real World 
economies come nowhere close to satisfying the long list of conditions, and therefore claim that 
the Theorem provides the basis for extensive government intervention.
When I was a student in the late ‘60s, the standard compromise between these two positions 
was the theory of classic market failures2. The market fails (results in inefficiency) in three 
main ways – classic externalities, public goods, and increasing returns to scale in production. 
Government intervention is potentially justified to deal with all of them. If they are corrected 
according to the classical prescriptions, then the free market will generate an efficient outcome. 
Since markets have many virtues that central planning does not, the ideal economic system 
(at least from the point of view of efficiency) is organized primarily through markets but with 
the government intervening to correct the classic failures. Equity, so the argument went, is 
efficiently dealt with through lump-sum redistribution. Thus, policy to achieve efficiency can 
be separated from policy to achieve equity. 
Since then, there have been two principal assaults on the classic market failure theory of the 
appropriate role of government in a mixed economy. The first stemmed from the “new, new 
welfare economics” of the new public economics, which grew out of optimal tax theory, and 
emphasizes asymmetrical information. One point made was that informational asymmetries 
preclude efficient redistribution, so that there is a fundamental equity-efficiency tradeoff3; 
some sacrifice of efficiency is justified to improve equity. This aspect of the new, new welfare 
economics has been falling out of favor, with many now arguing that income taxation, though 
distortionary, is the best instrument to achieve equity, and that otherwise efficiency should 
be pursued4. The second assault on classic market failure theory has come from public choice 
theory. Just because an ideal government can improve efficiency does not mean that an actual 
government would, since government intervention entails its own waste. Today’s middle 
ground, which I shall stand on, is the theory of classic market failures, taking these cautions 
into account. 
1 
In order of increasing sophistication, the standard technical textbooks on microeconomic theory are Varian (1978), Varian 
(1987), and Mas-Colell, Whinston, and Green (1995). Bator (1957) provides a very good calculus-based rather than set-
based presentation of the Theorem, and Bator (1958) a good discussion of classic theory of market failure. Salanié (2000) 
provides an excellent survey of the theory of market failure, including both classic and non-classic market failures.
2 
Economists use the word “distortion” to apply to any source of inefficiency, whether it is due to a classic market failure, a 
non-classic market failure (such as informational externalities), or a non-market failure.
3 The basic idea was originally developed in the context of income taxation. The government can observe an individual’s 
taxable income, but neither how many hours she worked nor her ability. The government would like to redistribute from the 
able to the less able, but not being able to observe ability must instead tax income. Individuals have an incentive to reduce 
their number of hours worked – increase their leisure – in order to reduce their income, so as to appear less able. Thus, the 
income tax distorts the labor-leisure decision. The idea was formalized by William Vickrey (1947) and the optimal income 
tax problem was solved by James Mirrlees (1971) – the two winners of the 1996 Nobel Prize in Economics.
4 
This point of view is clearly articulated, and its application widely discussed, in Kaplow (2008)
2Second-best policy
Before I explore the issue of market failure within the context of a metropolitan system, a 
digression on the theory of the second best is appropriate. The theory of the first best concerns 
the optimal allocation of resources in an economy where the only constraints are resource 
constraints and technological constraints. The theory of the second best concerns the optimal 
allocation of resources in an economy when there are constraints in addition to resource and 
technological constraints. To illustrate, consider the following example taken from urban 
economics. A fixed number of commuters travel from A to B. They have a choice between 
traveling by car along a congested highway or by bus along an uncongested bus corridor that 
is separated from the highway. The first best entails pricing both modes at marginal social 
cost. Suppose, however, that the commuters have voted not to implement congestion tolling 
on the highway, so that auto travel is priced below marginal social cost, with the result that 
an inefficiently large share of commuters travel by car. There is then a political constraint in 
addition to the resource and technological constraints. Second-best policy entails subsidizing 
bus travel so that the modal share is efficient. 
In reality, there are always distortions that have not been efficiently corrected. All should in 
principle be taken into account in choosing policy. However, they are so numerous and so 
difficult to measure with any degree of accuracy, that in most contexts economists ignore them 
and prescribe policy according to first-best rules.5 Sometimes however there is a particular 
distortion that is so egregious and so quantitatively important that it is considered in policy 
analysis, such as industrial pollution and auto congestion. In what follows, I shall follow the 
received wisdom in presenting the first-best policy rules, except when there is a compelling 
argument for second-best considerations to be introduced.
SECTION 1 – LOCAL PUBLIC GOODS 
A pure public good is defined by the property that one person’s consumption of it does not 
reduce others’ consumption of it, nor can anyone be excluded from consuming it. It is the polar 
opposite of a pure private good, in which one person’s consumption of it precludes others’ 
consumption of it (my eating a chocolate bar means that no one else can eat that chocolate bar). 
Almost all the examples of pure public goods that I can think of are global or national in scale. 
For example, the body of knowledge is a pure global public good6. My consuming it does not 
diminish anyone else’s consumption of it. Culture too is a pure global public good. A country’s 
body of laws and institutions is a pure national public good, as is a country’s defense system. 
At a local level, the set of local regulations and local institutions are a pure local public good. 
However, all major categories of local government services –which include mass transit, the 
local road system, local public education, local crime prevention and law enforcement – are 
congestible public goods, in which the quality of service degrades with the intensity of use. 
Public utilities too can be regarded as congestible public goods. 
5 
Interestingly, in his work on transportation economics, William Vickrey consistently advocated first-best pricing, even 
though he wrote one of the original papers in the theory of the second best in the late 1950s.
6 
It is not however completely non-excludable. Totalitarian regimes can exclude their citizens from access to certain areas of 
knowledge. 
3The first-best theory of congestible public goods/congestible facilities, is well developed, and 
has clear rules for efficient resource allocation7. The first rule is that pricing should be at short-
run marginal social cost. The second rule is that capacity should be such that the marginal 
social benefit of capacity equals the marginal social cost.8 The third rule is that, if application 
of the first two rules results in operation at a deficit, the deficit incurred should be financed via 
lump-sum taxation9. 
In this section I will discuss 1) the pricing of congestible goods, 2) different mechanisms 
available for recovering the costs of urban infrastructure, and 3) the identification of user 
preferences on the provision of local public goods in a metropolitan setting.
Pricing congestible goods
While the rule that pricing should be at short-run marginal social cost is straightforward, 
its practical application in the urban context entails complications. In my opinion, William 
Vickrey’s 1963 paper, “General and specific financing or urban services” provides the best 
point of entry into the literature10. For specific categories of local public services, Vickrey 
shows what short-run marginal cost pricing would entail. For fire protection, for example, 
each house would be rated according to its fire danger, proximity to other homes, and distance 
from the fire station. Houses with a higher rating would be charged more. This would provide 
households with the appropriate incentives to improve the fire safety of their homes, and would 
also get them to face the added burden they impose on society from living further away from 
a fire station. My favorite of Vickrey’s many examples is charging the police for the traffic 
congestion they cause when giving out tickets. That may seem counter-intuitive, indeed a bit 
wacky, but would give the police the incentive to ticket drivers in ways that would cause less 
congestion. My purpose in citing these two examples is to illustrate that application of the first 
rule should be, and indeed is, tempered by practical considerations and common sense. Rating 
houses according to fire danger might entail greater cost than the incentive benefits from doing 
so, and charging police for the congestion they cause would be impractical. What I take away 
from Vickrey’s paper is that the ideal should always be short-run marginal cost pricing, but 
with deviations from that rule based on common sense. 
Public utility pricing should also be at short-run marginal social cost. Public utilities employ 
pricing rules that have become increasingly sophisticated but that often conform only 
imperfectly to the marginal cost pricing principle. Take for example peak-load pricing for 
electricity, where the peak rate is applied during the peak period of the day and the off-peak 
rate during the rest. That’s fine, as far as it goes, but it does not go as far as it could or should. 
Peak-load pricing provides an individual with no incentive to be especially economical during 
the hottest days of the summer when electricity demand is at its peak. A better approach, given 
7 
James Buchanan (1965) developed the theory of private congestible goods in his theory of clubs. Herbert Mohring (1976) 
provides an excellent diagrammatic presentation of the theory in the context of transportation.
8 
The marginal social benefit is the reduction in (discounted) user costs, holding fixed the level of utilization at the optimal 
level, while the marginal social cost is just the marginal expenditure on capacity.
9 
This is the appropriate rule when the marginal dollar of general revenue is raised via a lump-sum tax. When it is not, 
second-best adjustments may need to be made to the optimal pricing and capacity rules. 
10 
Vickrey, W., 1963. “General and specific financing of urban services,” in Public Expenditure Decisions in the Urban 
Community edited by H.G. Schaller, Resources for the Future, 62-90.
4current technology, is responsive peak-load electricity pricing, where this moment’s rate is 
based on the electricity system’s load/capacity ratio at this moment11. 
Another aspect of pricing at social marginal cost is the use of fees. According to the principles 
outlined above, a move away from the general financing of public services towards their 
specific financing is a good thing if fees are set at or close to marginal social cost. But the 
actual pattern of fees seems to bear little correlation to the corresponding marginal social 
costs. On one hand, most of the fees that are actually applied appear to be simple tax (revenue) 
grabs such as steep pet licensing fees or large fines for minor traffic violations employed in 
some municipalities. On the other hand, there is considerable scope for the justified application 
of specific fees. The most obvious example is curbside parking in downtown areas. Another 
is charging homeowners for part of the cost of maintaining the public trees abutting their 
properties, since they enjoy the private benefits from them in the form of beautification, 
reduced air conditioning bills, and increased property values.12 
I have been only a lukewarm supporter of congestion pricing, except in the most congested 
downtown areas, on the grounds that it would often be more hassle than its worth. The same 
argument applies to many fees. What I am suggesting is not that we subject ourselves to a 
battery of fees, but rather that we use marginal social cost pricing as the starting point of the 
policy discussion on specific financing. If we feel that the hassle of marginal social cost pricing 
some service does not justify the efficiency gain, so be it. 
The degree of cost recovery
There is an important theorem which states that “A congestible facility of optimal size that 
prices at short-run marginal social cost and that operates under constant long-run average cost 
generates exactly enough revenue, in discounted terms, to finance the facility’s construction 
and operating costs”.13 There are also corollaries that relate the degree of cost recovery to how 
rapidly long-run average cost rises or falls with output. 
This theorem has considerable scope for application. Probably the least controversial is to 
public utilities. The theorem indicates that the proportion of a public utility’s costs that come 
from its revenue should depend on the shape of its long-run average cost function, which 
depends primarily on technology. The deficit should be financed out of general revenue. 
More controversial are the theorem’s implications for the pricing and privatization of urban 
freeways (also known as express or limited-access highways). Current estimates are that urban 
freeways have approximately constant long-run average cost.14 Thus, if travel on an urban 
freeway is priced at short-run marginal cost (which translates into setting the toll equal to the 
marginal congestion externality) and if its capacity is chosen optimally, it will be fully self-
financing. This implies that the general taxpayer should not have to cover any of the cost of 
11 For a pricing scheme to have the desired effect, consumers must be aware of it. Under responsive pricing, customers would 
therefore need to be informed of the current aggregate usage. 
12 An increase in the property value of a home is actually a transfer to the homeowner from whomever buys the home when it  
is up for sale. Since, according to theory, the increase in property value from public trees abutting the property equals the 
present value of the real benefits from the trees, adding in the increase in property value to the real benefits entails double 
counting. The (discounted) real benefits can be measured either directly or through the increase in property values they 
induce, but not both. 
13 Mohring, H., Harwitz, M. 1962. Highway Benefits: An Analytical Framework. Northwestern University Press, Evanston.
14 See Kraus, M., 1981. Scale economies analysis for urban highway networks. Journal of Urban Economics 9, 1-22.; Small, 
K., Verhoef, E. 2007. The Economics of Urban Transportation. Routledge, New York.
5urban freeways, since, if priced and operated efficiently, they should cover their costs. Tolling 
is explored in greater detail in a later sub-section on congestion externalities.
One of the virtues of first-best congestion pricing is that, with constant long-run average costs, 
it provides the right signals for capacity expansion. Define the economic surplus generated by 
a congestible facility per unit time as the revenue it generates from first-best pricing minus its 
amortized capital costs (opportunity cost of the capital), operating and maintenance costs, and 
depreciation. If this surplus is spent to expand capacity, either through improvements to the 
existing facility or through expansion, the facility will expand its capacity at the efficient rate. 
The intuition is that if demand is higher than anticipated, the facility will be more congested 
than anticipated, so that first-best congestion pricing will raise more revenue than anticipated, 
and the excess revenue can and should be allocated to expand the facility. 
School voucher programs provide a way of moving towards the marginal cost pricing of 
education. In practice, this would involve providing parents a voucher for each child in a school 
system equal to the average cost of providing a student with a solid education, and letting 
schools compete for students. Higher-quality schools would charge a higher price, reflecting 
their higher costs, and children (via their parents’ decisions) would sort across schools on the 
basis of their parents’ willingness to pay for education. Limited programs along these lines 
have been successful in the United States in revitalizing underperforming school districts, but 
are unlikely to be politically popular in Canada.
How public facility deficits are financed across a metropolitan area is further impacted by: 1) 
the role of the provincial government in redistributing from richer to poorer regions within 
a province; 2) the division of taxing powers between levels of government; and 3) the inter-
jurisdictional spillover of benefits, which apply with particular force to education. Urban 
economic theory provides the basis for an unfamiliar answer – absent the inter-jurisdictional 
spillover of benefits, in cities with an efficient population size, public facility deficits should be 
financed by land taxation.15 The broad intuition is that, if a city has an efficient population size, 
it is operating at a point of minimum average cost. Under marginal cost pricing, this implies 
zero aggregate profit, with the deficit incurred from increasing returns to scale activities, the 
congestible public facilities, exactly equaling the profit derived from the decreasing returns 
to scale activity – the production of lots. One imagines that the rent a firm charges for a lot 
includes the cost of transportation to the lot. Thus, the larger the city population, the more lots 
are produced, and the higher the marginal production cost – decreasing returns to scale.
Of further importance is how the public infrastructure of suburban expansion is financed. 
Generally speaking there are five approaches:
1. Financing out of general current revenue 
2. Bond financing at the city-wide level
3. Charging suburban developers development impact fees 
4. Charging the current and future property owners of new suburban areas a special 
assessment
5. Charging user fees
15 This is an implication of the Henry George Theorem, which states that, in a city of optimal population size and with 
efficient capacity of its congestible facilities, aggregate land rents equal the deficit incurred from the social marginal cost 
pricing of services that are produced under increasing returns to scale, which include local public goods and most utilities 
(e.g., Vickrey, 1977). 
6These five approaches are differentiated along two dimensions, time and space. How should the 
cost be borne across generations? Should the cost be borne by those who are directly affected 
by new public infrastructure or by the community at large? The efficient answer is to apply 
the benefit principle, since doing so provides the appropriate marginal incentives. Competitive 
developers will develop at the efficient time and density if they face the full social cost of their 
development. Prospective new homebuyers will make efficient choices with respect to when 
to buy and what size of home to buy if they face the full social costs of their choice. And later 
residents will face the right incentives concerning adding capacity at a later date if they face 
the social cost of doing so. One way of achieving this goal is to have the developers pay the 
full cost associated with their development; they in turn will pass on these costs to prospective 
new homebuyers, etc. Another way of achieving this goal is through an annual local assessment 
on homes in the neighborhood that is set equal to that year’s benefits. Yet another, but less 
practical, way is to charge congestion fees for use of the infrastructure.
These are the first-best mechanisms. The mechanism should be adjusted to the extent that the 
new development generates externalities that are not internalized. For example, if the marginal 
immigrant to the city imposes a net burden (especially when a city, or multiple municipalities 
within a metropolitan area are struggling to keep up with rapid population growth), a possible 
second-best policy would be to set the development impact fee above the direct cost of the 
associated infrastructure since doing so would discourage in-migration. 
Preference revelation for local public goods
One of the central problems facing local governments everywhere is how to determine their 
constituents’ preferences for local public goods and services. There is no ideal method. A 
variety of public good preference revelation mechanisms have been proposed but all are 
unrealistic in their assumptions concerning the information available to the government and/or 
residents, and concerning agents’ computational sophistication16. Local referenda are employed 
in many jurisdictions in the United States, and generally seem to work well since the issue 
being voted on is generally clearly stated – a stated expenditure for a stated purpose with a 
stated method of finance and a stated end-date. 
While referenda are not as common in Canada as in the United States, information concerning 
the demand for various public services gained from the study of referenda outcomes in the 
United States can nonetheless be usefully applied in the Canadian context. In Canada, the 
pre-eminent preference revelation method is representative democracy. While economists 
have been consistently at the forefront in developing theories of collective choice (social choice 
theory, public choice theory, the new political economy, etc.), applied research has been more 
the domain of political scientists. In any event, while the preference revelation problem is one 
of the central problems in the efficient management of metropolitan growth, I shall comment 
on only those aspects of the topic on which I have some expertise, the Tiebout mechanism17 and 
congestible public facilities. 
The Tiebout mechanism for preference revelation for local public goods entails “voting with 
the feet”. Different jurisdictions offer different tax/public service packages, and the individual 
resident chooses to live in that jurisdiction whose tax/public service matches best with her 
16 
Hindriks and Myles (2006), an up-to-date intermediate public economics textbook, provides a good introduction to the 
relevant literature. 
17 
Tiebout, C., 1956. “A Pure Theory of Local Expenditures”, Journal of Political Economy 64, 416-424.
7tastes. The Tiebout mechanism has been intensively studied in the context of U.S. metro areas, 
the largest of which have several hundred different municipalities within the metropolitan 
area. In the Canadian context, there tend to be fewer jurisdictionally distinct municipalities 
within a metropolitan area, either as a result of amalgamation (Toronto, Montreal, Ottawa, and 
Halifax18) or the incremental annexation of adjacent municipalities over time (Calgary and to a 
lesser extent Edmonton). 
Congestible public facilities are an important class of public services for which individuals 
make decisions concerning quantity/frequency of usage. Individuals decide how much 
electricity to consume and how frequently to use various city streets and highways. Since an 
individual chooses to use such a service up to the point where the benefit from their last unit 
of service equals the price, their decisions concerning quantity/frequency of usage provide 
information about their marginal willingness to pay. This revealed preference can assist in the 
determination of the appropriate level of the service to provide.
Let us return to the case of a congestible public facility whose provision is characterized by 
constant long-run average cost. If marginal social cost pricing is employed and if optimal 
capacity is provided, the revenue generated is sufficient to cover the cost of constructing, 
maintaining, and operating the facility. A corollary of the theorem is that if marginal cost 
pricing is employed, and if less (more) than optimal capacity is provided, then it raises more 
than enough (does not raise sufficient) revenue to finance capacity. The intuition is simple. 
If the facility is too small, it will be heavily congested, so that marginal social cost pricing 
will raise considerable revenue, more than enough to cover the facility’s costs. Thus, how 
much revenue is raised under marginal cost pricing relative to the cost of the facility indicates 
whether the facility’s capacity is inefficiently high or low. This statement of the Self-Financing 
Theorem is based on a static or steady-state analysis. However, the simple statement of the 
Theorem does not indicate when the facility should be built or how it should be financed, 
since obviously it will at that time have generated no revenue. A dynamic analysis generates 
rules that are useful in practical application. Consider two polar cases, one in which, once 
built, the facility’s capacity cannot be altered, the other in which the facility’s capacity can be 
continuously expanded at constant cost (to simplify, ignore operating costs). 
Case 1, when the capacity decision is once and forever:
“Build when the social benefit of postponing construction of optimal capacity one period 
equals the social cost”. The social benefit from postponing construction equals the 
amortized cost of constructing the facility (since this is what the construction cost funds 
would earn if they were invested for one period), while the social cost is the cost of not 
having the facility available for use during the period. Optimal capacity is such that 
the discounted revenue generated under marginal social cost pricing equals the cost of 
constructing capacity. In this case, the preference revelation problem is not solved since the 
decision on capacity has to be made before users have registered their preferences in terms 
of usage. An example would be the construction of a bridge at the single possible location, 
when subsequent expansion would be prohibitively costly.
18 
Canadian cities in central and eastern Canada experienced a spate of amalgamations – Halifax leading the way in 1996, 
Toronto in 1998, Ottawa in 2001 (based on legislation adopted in ’99) and Montreal in 2001 under the banner of “Une île, 
une ville” (after which there was partial de-amalgamation in 2006).
8Case 2, when capacity can be continuously expanded:
“Debt finance the facility, using all the surplus that is generated after debt servicing, 
maintenance, and operating costs have been paid to finance capacity expansion.” Note 
that, under this rule, users in each period pay for the flow cost of the facility during that 
period, so that capital costs are allocated across generations in proportion to the flow costs 
incurred. Furthermore, at each point in time, through their usage of existing capacity, the 
level of usage (and hence the revenue received from the congestible facility) provides the 
information needed to determine the optimal rate of capacity expansion. Similar rules can 
be derived for intermediate cases, in which capacity expansion occurs at discrete intervals. 
Now consider the class of congestible public facilities that are characterized by decreasing 
long-run average cost, which include public utilities. Users indicate their preferences for public 
services through their individual demands. Here however, with social marginal cost pricing and 
optimal capacity, revenues fall short of costs, and some proportion of costs should be financed 
out of general revenue. Modified versions of the rules for the constant cost case apply. Suppose, 
for example, on the basis of engineering studies, that it is ascertained that, under marginal 
social cost pricing, the efficient cost-recovery rate for a particular congestible public facility is 
70 per cent. Then with continuously divisible capacity, the efficient rule for capacity expansion 
is to take the surplus generated after 70 per cent of the amortized cost of the facility’s capacity, 
plus operating and maintenance costs, has been paid for out of facility revenue to finance 
capacity expansion. 
According to this line of reasoning, determination of the efficient degree of cost recovery of 
various types of congestible facilities, which depends on the degree of economies of scale, is of 
central importance. 
The main takeaways from this section are:
1. The first rule of congestible public goods – that pricing should be at the short-run marginal 
social cost – should be tempered by common sense.
2. If the economic surplus generated by a congestible facility is spent to expand capacity, 
either through improvements to an existing facility or through expansion, the facility will 
expand its capacity at the efficient rate. 
3. Absent any inter-jurisdictional spillover of benefits, if a city’s population size is efficient, 
financing public facility deficits through land taxation is efficient.
4. Local referenda work well in revealing the public preference for a particular public good. 
Such referenda should include a clearly stated 1) purpose 2) cost 3) method of financing, 
and 4) end-date.
5. The timing rule is different if a facility’s capacity cannot be altered once constructed 
(“Build when the social benefit of postponing construction of optimal capacity one period 
equals the social cost”), than if capacity can be continuously expanded (“Debt finance 
the facility, using all the surplus that is generated after debt servicing, maintenance, and 
operating costs have been paid to finance capacity expansion”).
9SECTION 2 – EXTERNALITIES 
An externality occurs when the action of one economic agent affects the wellbeing (utility in 
the case of a consumer, profit in the case of a firm) of another agent. Externalities are pervasive. 
A pecuniary externality operates through prices. A technological externality operates directly 
rather than through the price system. In the traditional theory of market failure, there are two 
general rules relating to the efficient treatment of classic externalities.
Rule 1: Pecuniary externalities do not matter. 
Rule 2:  The inefficiency associated with a technological externality is efficiently treated 
through internalization of the externality, more specifically by charging the 
generator of the externality for the externality cost they impose on other economic 
agents.
Pecuniary externalities create transfers but do not generate inefficiency. For example, suppose 
that I consume a chocolate bar. Doing so shifts up the aggregate demand for chocolate bars, 
pushing equilibrium up the supply curve for chocolate bars, and therefore increasing the 
equilibrium price. This increase in price increases producer surplus and decreases consumer 
surplus in the same amounts, causing no change in aggregate surplus.
Rule 2 is the standard Pigouvian prescription for the internalization of a (technological) 
externality. Consider a polluting firm that generates effluent (smoke, hazardous waste, etc.) 
each kg of which does $6 worth of damage. In the base situation, the firm does not pay for the 
effluent it generates, and so generates too much of it. If however it is charged an effluent fee of 
$6 per kg, then it faces the social cost of the effluent it produces, and so produces the efficient 
amount. The Pigouvian prescription works well when the damage generated by the externality 
depends only on the generator’s actions. 
In the metropolitan context, there are six important classes of externalities: 1) congestion 
externalities, 2) agglomeration externalities, 3) migration externalities, 4) environmental 
externalities, 5) land use externalities, and 6) fiscal externalities. I shall discuss each in turn. 
Congestion externalities
I have already discussed congestion externalities in the context of congestible public facilities. 
Here I discuss them from a somewhat different perspective. Most congestion externalities are 
aggregate externalities, depending only on the total number of users of the facility (e.g., the 
density of cars on the road, or the number of passengers on a bus). The congestion created is 
anonymous and atomistic. In deciding on frequency of use, a user treats the level of congestion 
as exogenous. For aggregate externalities, the Pigouvian prescription is an efficient remedy, 
and the familiar analysis is applicable. There are, however, congestion externalities that are not 
aggregate, and for which the Pigouvian remedy is inefficient. 
In the context of metropolitan traffic, the standard Pigouvian prescription is an efficient 
remedy, and entails the application of a congestion toll. With the application of an efficient 
congestion toll, drivers have an incentive to make efficient decisions on all margins of choice 
for which the principle of anonymity applies. Thus, they make efficient choices with respect 
to modal choice (if the other modes are efficiently priced), trip frequency, trip timing, and 
route choice. They do not however make efficient choices with respect to driving behavior, 
since a careless or aggressive driver is charged the same amount as a safe driver, except to the 
10
extent that careless or aggressive driving leads to efficient fines or to the efficient increase in 
insurance rates in the event of accidents.
Urban transportation economists have long advocated congestion tolling as the principal 
remedy to urban auto traffic congestion. Its implementation has been very slow, however, 
primarily due to political opposition. Drivers dislike being charged for what was previously 
provided free, often suspecting that tolling is simply another unjustified user fee. Furthermore, 
according to standard theory, the average driver is made worse off unless the congestion 
toll revenue is spent in ways that benefit them. In addition, since congestion tolling results 
in paying more in money for a trip though less in time, it disproportionately benefits those 
with high values of time, most of whom are rich. The well-known London congestion-pricing 
scheme was successful primarily because London residents voted on it but most of the revenue 
was raised from non-London residents. 
In Calgary, there would likely be considerable opposition to blanket congestion pricing of the 
arterial roadway network. That likely rules out implementation of first-best policy, and means 
that road capacity, mass transit pricing, and mass transit capacity choices must all be second 
best. There are however two partial steps towards congestion tolling that are worth exploring. 
Both involve forms of “value pricing” in which tolling part of the road network is introduced 
as a paid upgrade to the free service provided by regular roads. One is to convert some freeway 
lanes to HOT lanes (high-occupancy and tolling lanes)19. There is considerable experience 
with such lanes in Los Angeles. The other is to permit the private construction and operation 
of new freeways on government rights-of-way (or perhaps land assembled by the government 
through eminent domain). Both forms of value pricing have proved to be more popular than 
was anticipated, perhaps because most people would occasionally exercise the option of paying 
a supplement for faster travel. 
Congestion externalities occur in all types of congestible facilities, which include education 
and health care. Crime may also be considered a form of congestion externality since the crime 
rate is typically higher in larger metropolitan areas and hence a function of total (aggregate) 
population. At a more abstract level, population density may be considered to be a congestion 
externality, though people have different opinions about whether it is positive or negative. 
Agglomeration externalities
The pattern of economic activity over space is determined by the interaction between 
centripetal forces, which cause the spatial concentration of economic activity, and centrifugal 
forces, which cause the spatial dispersion of economic activity. Even in the absence of traffic 
congestion, the principal centrifugal force is transportation costs, since an increase in city size 
increases average transportation costs. There are a variety of centripetal forces: Increasing 
returns to scale in the provision of public services (the extreme case being a pure public good, 
such as a public monument, whose per capita cost is inversely proportional to population) and 
utilities, increased variety in products, neighborhoods, cultural activities, etc., and increased 
productivity. The term agglomeration economies is used to describe the entire set of centripetal 
forces, and the term agglomeration externalities to describe aspects of the set of centripetal 
forces that are not “mediated” by markets. For example, increasing returns to scale internal to 
19 
Two of Calgary’s most prominent freeways are the provincially administered Deerfoot Trail and the yet-to-be-completed 
Ring Road, both of which are critically important to commuting patterns and commercial traffic in the metropolitan area. 
Given their importance, there is ostensibly a role for the provincial government in exploring “value pricing” options on both 
freeways.
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a firm affect other firms through that firm’s influence on product and factor prices, but do not 
generate un-internalized externalities. In contrast, increasing returns to scale external to a firm 
affects other firms not only through this market channel but also by directly affecting their 
productivity. 
Agglomeration economies must be very important since they offset the significantly higher 
transportation costs in large compared to small cities, but they have proved very difficult to 
measure directly. Considerable work has gone into developing the microeconomic theory of 
agglomeration economies20, measuring agglomeration economies at the aggregate level, and 
attempting to infer the relative importance of alternative sources of agglomeration economies 
from empirical regularities. 
I shall not attempt a comprehensive review of the literature21, but shall rather focus on a few 
facets that seem particularly relevant to this essay. Economists have described many different 
possible sources of agglomeration economies. Probably the most familiar is that identified in 
Adam Smith’s statement that “The division of labor is limited by the extent of the market” 
and illustrated by Smith’s example of a pin factory.22 Paul Krugman identified the home 
market effect, that the average real (relative to the equilibrium wage rate) consumer price of 
commodities is lower, the larger the size of a city, since a higher proportion of commodities are 
produced locally and hence can be delivered to the consumer at lower cost.23 Alfred Marshall 
focused on knowledge externalities within industries.24 Jane Jacobs emphasized cross-industry 
fertilization of ideas and cross-industry exchange of knowledge.25 Others have emphasized the 
importance of having a group of specialized agents meet face to face to make a deal. 
Both the theoretical and empirical literatures have focused on external economies of scale 
in production. Most of the literature has considered the situation in which agglomerative 
economies of scale enter the individual firm’s production function as a multiplicative 
productivity parameter; for example, for any combination of inputs, a firm at one location 
might produce, say, 28 per cent more output than a firm at another location. The multiplicative 
productivity parameter is called the location potential.26 Empirical work focuses on estimating 
the location potential function, and various properties of the estimated location potential 
function suggest the relative importance of alternative sources of agglomeration economies. 
Productivity is typically measured by labor productivity (value of output per worker). Some 
studies such as Henderson (1986) examine how labor productivity within a particular industry 
differs across cities. Other studies such as Rosenthal and Strange (2003) examine how the labor 
productivity within a particular industry differs within a city. Others such as Moretti (2004) 
disaggregate the analysis according to the education level of workers. Earlier studies assumed 
that agglomeration externalities are specific to an industry (Henderson, 2003), while some 
20 Fujita and Thisse, 2002, being the outstanding contribution.
21 
I recommend three points of entry into the literature: The North-Holland Handbook edited by Vernon Henderson and 
Jacques Thisse (2004) which provides a broad overview of the theoretical and empirical literatures; Thisse and Fujita’s 
(2002) magisterial overview of the theory; and Fujita, Krugman, and Venables (2001), which considers many extensions of 
Krugman’s core-periphery model.
22 Smith, A., 1937. An Inquiry into the Nature and Causes of the Wealth of Nations. New York: Modern Library.
23 
Krugman, P., 1980. “Scale Economies, Product Differentiation, and the Pattern of Trade,” American Economic Review 70: 
950-959.
24 Marshall, A. 1890. Principles of Economics. MacMillan, London.
25 Jacobs, J., 1961. The Death and Life of Great American Cities. New York: Vintage.
26 
The location potential of a firm in industry i in city j might depend on the value of city j’s output, the quantity of output in 
industry i in city j, a distance-weighted measure of accessibility to other workers in industry i in city j, and so on.
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more recent studies, such as Ellison, Glaeser, and Kerr (2010), have admitted cross-industry 
agglomeration externalities. 
Several empirical regularities stand out:
1. The location potential is systematically higher in larger cities. 
2. The elasticity of city-industry labor productivity with respect to city-industry employment, 
measured across cities, differs systematically across industries. Those industries with lower 
(higher) elasticities locate disproportionately in smaller (larger) cities. 
3. Within a city, the elasticity of labor productivity with respect of accessibility to other 
workers in the same industry differs systematically across industries. Those industries 
for which this elasticity is higher (lower) locate at more (less) accessible (typically more 
central) locations. This elasticity is exceptionally high for corporate headquarters, the 
FIRE industries (finance, insurance, and real estate), and for advertising and is low for 
standardized services. 
4. The empirical estimates tend to conform to intuition concerning which sources of 
agglomeration economies are relatively more important in different industries. For 
example, intuitively the fashion industry tends to be very concentrated spatially because of 
the importance of being up to date on recent fashion trends and of having access to highly 
specialized labor available on a job basis. 
At the aggregate level, the magnitude of agglomeration externalities can be estimated, although 
with a considerable margin of error; on a finer spatial scale, they are not measurable with any 
reasonable degree of accuracy. For these reasons, it is impractical to tax them. As we shall 
see, this inability to internalize a very important class of externalities makes accommodating 
metropolitan growth efficiently considerably more difficult than it otherwise would be. 
Migration externalities
Migration policy is an important aspect of efficient growth. A larger population affects wages, 
rents, land and housing prices, and the cost of living in predictable ways. An immigrant 
imposes costs on existing residents and also confers benefits on them. The short-run (long-run) 
costs and benefits are those that occur before (after) the metropolitan area has had a chance 
to adapt through the addition of infrastructure and new housing. The major short-run costs 
entail congestion/crowding in both public services and housing, while the major benefits come 
through agglomeration economies. But there are also “fiscal externalities” – does the marginal 
migrant increase government expenditures by more or less than they contribute in taxes? If 
the additional expense of providing a new resident with services exceeds their tax payment, 
existing residents bear the burden of the difference. In the long run, the construction of the 
additional or expanded infrastructure associated with the marginal migrant has a cost but 
is offset by the induced reduction in congestion/crowding costs. Long-run benefits too arise 
primarily from agglomeration economies but may be different from short-run benefits. On 
the one hand, more recent immigrants are more likely to inject new ideas; on the other, less 
recent immigrants are likely to be better integrated within a city’s production structure and to 
contribute more to the city’s social capital.
The efficient rate of immigration is that for which the social cost of the marginal in-migrant 
equals the social benefit. Since immigration occurs to the point where the private cost of 
immigration to the marginal migrant equals her private benefit, public policy should tax/
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subsidize and regulate immigration such that the private benefit and cost of in-migration are 
equalized at the efficient rate of immigration.
In Calgary, the most obvious potential source of migration inefficiency is that Alberta 
residents share Alberta resource rents. An immigrant, whether interprovincial or international, 
essentially receives a gift of part of these resource rents, which amounts to an immigration 
subsidy. These resource rents are most obviously manifest in the ‘Alberta Heritage Savings 
Trust Fund,’ but also they allow Alberta to impose the lowest overall tax rates in Canada, 
including having no provincial sales tax. 
It needs to be recognized however that migrants to Alberta are migrants from elsewhere. 
When a resident migrates from another jurisdiction to Alberta, she not only imposes an 
externality on Albertans but also removes an externality from her former jurisdiction. This 
point is particularly important with respect to provision of social services to the disadvantaged. 
If all provinces race to the bottom in raising the residency requirements for the provision 
of social services, the resulting equilibrium is the under-provision of social services to the 
disadvantaged, which is evident in the United States. The federal government should use the 
policy instruments at its disposal to avoid this adverse outcome. 
Environmental externalities
The standard Pigouvian prescription for the treatment of environmental externalities is to 
charge firms for the social cost of the effluent they produce. This applies to global warming, as 
well as to more localized externalities. Thus, social responsibility mandates that Alberta tax 
CO2 emissions at an appropriate rate. 
In Calgary, The City’s strategic environmental initiatives27 appear to focus on urban air quality 
concerns (for which a standard Pigouvian approach is warranted), and on issues related to 
groundwater quality and quantity. Broadly speaking, pricing at marginal social cost is the best 
way to ensure consumption of water at the socially efficient level. Other types of policies, such 
as the proper use of cost-benefit analysis, are needed to ensure the efficient transmission and 
distribution of water. Further initiatives focus on community sustainability in which issues 
surrounding land use externalities play a central function and are left for discussion in the 
following sub-section. 
Land use externalities
Most externalities are dealt with efficiently through choosing taxes and setting their rates so 
that the generator of the externality pays as closely as possible for the marginal damage done 
by his economic activity. Land use externalities are an exception. There are several reasons for 
this: 
1. Most land use externalities are highly localized, the effects of most extending for a block or 
less, so that if taxes were used to internalize them, the result would be an unwieldy mosaic 
of block-specific taxes. 
2. Measuring most land use externalities would be more costly than the benefit gained from 
taxing them. 
27 
City of Calgary (2016) “Calgary Strategic Environmental Initiatives,” accessed on December 01, 2015, from:  
http://www.calgary.ca/UEP/ESM/Pages/Strategic-environmental-initiatives/Strategic-Environmental-Initiatives.aspx
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3. Since land use externalities are intrinsically spatial, an economic agent decides not only 
what level of pollutants or nuisances to generate but also where to locate. A tax rate on 
the level of pollutants that is not location specific does not provide appropriate incentives 
concerning location, and
4. Most land use externalities are reciprocal in nature, with the magnitude of the damage 
affected by not only the decisions of the generators of the externalities, but also decisions of 
the recipients; that is, most land use externalities are Coasean in nature.
To take one of the classic Coasean examples, the magnitude of the externality created by a 
soot-producing factory depends not only on the factory’s activities but also on what land users 
choose to locate close to the factory. It is economically inefficient for a laundry that hangs its 
washing out to dry to be located near the soot-producing factory. A laundry’s locating near the 
factory entails “coming to the nuisance”.28 
Throughout most of the 20th century, in North American cities land use externalities were dealt 
with through “Euclidean” zoning (named after a U.S. court case, Euclid vs Ambler, declaring 
zoning to be constitutional, rather than after the geometer), which entailed the rigid separation 
of land uses. Land use planning designated separate areas for industrial, commercial, and 
residential land uses, with further restrictions on each related to structural density, setbacks, 
coverage ratios, etc. Another type of zoning is hierarchical zoning. Residences can locate 
anywhere; commercial establishments can locate in industrial zones and commercial zones 
but not in residential zones; and industrial firms can locate only in industrial areas. As times 
change and as cities grow, any zoned pattern of land use becomes inefficient.29 
Generally speaking, the Canadian economy has moved from heavy industry and resource 
extraction to light industry and services. Technological improvements in goods transportation 
have caused the efficient location of most heavy industry to move away from the city center 
to locations close to the Trans-Canada or major provincial highways such as the QEII, or 
circumferential freeways such as Calgary’s Ring Road or Edmonton’s Anthony Henday Drive. 
Technological improvements in auto design and manufacture have encouraged residential 
suburbanization, while the move towards single-member households has increased the demand 
for living downtown. The rigid pattern of land uses set down in the late 1920s has been 
changed by the accumulation of zoning variances and adjustments to land use plans (known 
variously as land use/zoning bylaws). Nevertheless, especially over the last thirty or forty years, 
with the revitalization of downtown and the New Urbanist movements, there has been a trend 
away from what is now called Euclidean I zoning towards Euclidean II zoning, which is more 
flexible, and allows and even encourages more mixed land use. 
If “all politics is local”, then “all land use politics is very local”. Landowners will continue to 
push for zoning variances that make their land more valuable and to be opposed by existing 
neighboring land uses, especially resident households, who perceive that the proposed zoning 
variance will compromise their enjoyment of their properties or lower their property values. 
Furthermore, any large-scale changes in land use regulation will generate large capital gains 
and losses in property values, and so be vociferously opposed by the losers. Thus, it is prudent 
to set up a land use policy structure that results in gradual change in the land use system 
through a zoning variance process that is responsive to local political pressure. 
28 
Coase, R., 1960. “The Problem of Social Cost,” Journal of Law and Economics 3:1-44.
29 
Fischel, William A., 2015. Zoning Rules! The Economics of Land Use Regulation. Lincoln Institute of Land Policy.
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Some metropolitan areas apply land use restrictions at the metropolitan level that are designed 
to modify the spatial structure that would be generated by market cum local land use 
regulation. The most obvious are green belts and urban growth boundaries. Their benefits are 
the preservation of agricultural land and densification, which increases the viability of mass 
transit to the suburbs. Their primary cost is the increase in housing prices they induce. The 
empirical evidence (e.g., Cheshire and Sheppard, 2002) suggests that they favor the rich and 
hurt the poor.
In the Calgary metropolitan area, jurisdictional fragmentation is quite limited in comparison 
to American cities (with The City of Calgary dominating its metropolitan area in terms of 
population), nor has Calgary applied density regulations in downtown neighborhoods that 
have substantially reduced residential densities there, nor has it applied a green belt or urban 
growth boundary policies, at least with any aggressiveness. That is not to say that its land use 
at the metropolitan level is efficient. As in all North American cities, urban auto travel has been 
underpriced for many years30. In Calgary, this has led to inefficiently low residential densities 
and suburban sprawl, and perhaps the rigorous application of a greenbelt or urban growth 
boundary would improve efficiency.
The final aspect of land use policy that I shall discuss is its effect on the location of 
employment. The discussion on this point is more speculative than most of the previous 
discussion since the economic theory of metropolitan land use with non-monocentric cities 
has been little explored. In the quarter century following World War II, there was rapid 
residential decentralization in both Canada and the U.S., due primarily to the expansion of 
car ownership31. In the subsequent quarter century, the major change in metropolitan spatial 
structure was the decentralization of employment. Fifteen years ago, Glaeser and Kahn (2001) 
published a Brookings Institute study that documented the recent history of the decentralization 
of residences and employment in major U.S. metropolitan areas.32 They found that in 1990, the 
median distance of a resident from the CBD is eight miles (12.8 km), while the median distance 
of a job from the CBD is seven miles (11.3 km). Since then both jobs and residences have 
continued to decentralize, and there has also been a marked increase in “reverse commuting” 
(commuting from home in the central city to a job in the suburbs). At the same time, in almost 
all U.S. cities, due to New Urbanist advocacy, there has been a push to reduce sprawl33, increase 
mass transit modal share, and densify the metropolitan area. 
Fiscal externalities
In previous subsections, I discussed the fiscal externality associated with migration between 
metropolitan areas. In this subsection I shall touch on two others. 
The first is an externality associated with property taxation. Consider a local jurisdiction with 
two groups of residents, each of which has an equal population. Households in group one are 
30 
The underpricing of urban auto travel was less extreme in Canada than in the U.S., which probably accounts for why most 
Canadian cities are less sprawled than their U.S. counterparts. 
31 
“Flight from blight” was another major cause in U.S. but not Canadian cities. Mieszkowski and Mills (1993) provides 
a strong discussion of the relative importance of increased auto ownership and flight from blight in residential 
decentralization in U.S. cities.
32 
Glaeser, E., and M.E. Kahn.2001. “Decentralized Employment and the Transformation of the American City”. Brookings-
Wharton Papers on Urban Affairs 2: 1-47.
33 Different professional groups use the term “sprawl” differently, and professional usage of the word differs from colloquial 
uses. When they use the term sprawl, most economists mean spatial development at inefficiently low density. 
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poor, and live in houses priced at $250,000. Households in group two are middle income and 
live in houses priced at $500,000. Poor households pay only one-half as much in property tax 
as middle-income households, and yet enjoy the same public services. The middle-income 
households are subsidizing the public services consumed by the poor households – a fiscal 
externality. To avoid this, the middle-income households have an incentive to set up their own 
jurisdiction and to exclude the poor households. While they cannot exclude the poor households 
directly, they can indirectly, by requiring minimum lot sizes that are so large that the poor 
households no longer want to live with the middle-income households34. Such “exclusionary 
zoning” is pervasive in the suburbs of U.S. metropolitan areas, but is less important in Canada. 
The second is benefit spillover across local jurisdictions. When a local government provides 
a public service, it may provide substantial benefits to residents of other jurisdictions. One 
example is local primary and secondary education in the United States.35 Many primary 
and secondary students educated in one jurisdiction will migrate to other jurisdictions. 
Empirical evidence, in the literatures on both the social vs private returns to education and on 
agglomeration, provides strong support that more educated individuals confer greater positive 
externalities. If there were no intergovernmental grants, local governments would provide less 
than the efficient amount of public education since their residents would incur the full cost of 
providing the service but would enjoy only a fraction of the benefits; there would be a positive 
fiscal externality from each jurisdiction to the rest of the world. The efficient arrangement is for 
the local government to pay for the same fraction of costs as it receives in benefits, which is one 
aim of intergovernmental grant and cost-sharing programs. 
The main takeaways from this section are:
1. There are a variety of important externalities in the context of managing metropolitan 
growth efficiently that potentially merit government intervention.
2. Congestion externalities should be dealt with via the Pigouvian prescription of pricing 
them (with consideration given to information constrains and implementation costs), so that 
economic agents face the full social costs of their actions.
3. The principal force encouraging the spatial concentration of economic activity is 
economies of scale in production. In the metropolitan context, these economies of scale are 
almost entirely external to the individual firm, and therefore entail positive agglomeration 
externalities. Unfortunately, since these externalities are largely atmospheric in nature and 
prohibitively costly to measure at the level of the individual agent, it does not seem feasible 
to price them. This precludes attainment of the first best, and makes metropolitan transport 
and land use policy design an exercise in the theory of the second best.
4. Immigration should be encouraged when the benefits that the marginal in-migrant confers 
on existing residents exceed the costs they impose on them. Migration efficiency is 
achieved when migration incentives and disincentives are designed to align the private  
 
34 
Fischel, William A., 2015. Zoning Rules! The Economics of Land Use Regulation. Lincoln Institute of Land Policy, pp.  
200-205.
35 
Another context in which these programs are important is central city-suburban fiscal relations. Between 1945 and 
1980, when almost all central cities, not only in the U.S. but also in Canada, were in distress, central cities used to argue 
vociferously that the suburbs should compensate them for the benefits they provide to suburban residents. Haughwout, A.F., 
Inman, R.P. and Henderson, J.V., 2002. “Should Suburbs Help Their Central City?” Brookings-Wharton Papers on Urban 
Affairs, pp.45-94.
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and social net benefits of migration. The issue arises concerning whether efficiency in this 
context means global or local efficiency. 
5. Most land use externalities are local. Such land use externalities are best dealt with through 
the local land use regulatory process rather than via pricing policies. Land use externalities 
and land use regulations have some effects that are metropolitan in nature and need to 
be dealt with at the metropolitan level. A particularly important one has been the historic 
underpricing (i.e., pricing below marginal social cost) of metropolitan auto travel, which 
has resulted in excessive metropolitan expansion at inefficiently low densities.
6. The two most important forces determining metropolitan spatial structure are 
transportation costs, which encourage dispersion, and scale economies in production, 
which encourage concentration. It is not surprising therefore that the two most important 
externalities relate to transportation and scale economies in production. The underpricing 
of the auto congestion externality results in excessive dispersion. 
SECTION 3 – ECONOMIES OF SCALE
Recall that the First Theorem of Welfare Economics states that competitive equilibrium is 
efficient under a certain set of conditions, one of which is that production be “convex”, which 
entails diminishing marginal rates of substitution between any pairs of factors in the production 
of all commodities, as well as constant or diminishing returns to scale in production. 
Consider an unregulated economy in which the production of one of the goods is characterized 
by increasing returns to scale at all levels of production. The more a particular firm in this 
industry produces, the lower its average cost. Suppose that there is a group of firms in the 
industry, one of which produces more than all the others. If that firm prices below the average 
cost of all the other firms in the industry but above its own average cost, it can force all the 
other firms out of the market and still make a profit. Thus, increasing returns to scale in an 
industry generates a natural monopoly. Since average cost exceeds marginal cost when there 
are economies of scale, if the natural monopolist prices efficiently, at marginal social cost, it 
will lose money. It will instead choose some form of monopoly pricing, resulting in consumers 
facing a price that exceeds marginal cost, and hence causing them to consume less of the good 
than is socially optimal. 
Now consider an unregulated economy in which production of one of the goods is 
characterized by a U-shaped average cost curve, with the efficient scale of production about 
one-third the size of the market. Equilibrium will tend to be characterized by either three or 
four firms, each of which is a price-setter, and all of which behave strategically towards the 
others. Whatever the form of the oligopoly equilibrium achieved, it will be inefficient. 
The government might choose to intervene in those industries characterized by scale 
economies. It could solve for the surplus-maximizing level of output in such an industry, 
allocate the production of that level of output among the firms in the industry so as to minimize 
total cost, require that each firm price at marginal social cost, and then cover the firms’ losses 
through general revenue. If it were efficient to have only one firm in the industry, the situation 
would be that of a regulated public utility. The efficient amount of the good would be produced 
and it would be priced at the efficient level. Under classical assumptions, this would indeed 
solve the problems created by economies of scale. But after eighty years of experience with 
regulated public utilities, we understand that this classic solution is imperfect. The regulated 
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firms know more about the production technology than the regulator, and can exploit their 
superior information via rent extraction, and furthermore have little incentive to innovate. 
Thus, economies of scale in production create problems for the efficient allocation of resources. 
In this section I will discuss natural monopolies with respect to 1) public utilities, and 2) public 
transportation, as well as the impact of agglomeration economies in distorting production in a 
metropolitan area.
Natural monopolies: Public utilities
In Canada and the United States, “utilities” – gas, electricity, water, and sewage36 – are 
largely provided by “semi-local” quasi-governmental agencies. Gas, electricity, and water 
are produced according to a three-stage production structure: Generation, transmission, and 
(local) distribution. Traditionally, a separate regulatory body has managed each stage of the 
production process, though in recent years the generation stage for some public utilities has 
been deregulated in those industries in which it was discovered that economies of scale in 
generation are not strong. There are strong technological economies of scale in transmission37, 
which justifies a single company or agency being responsible for transmission over a region. 
The local public utility companies then buy whatever is being transmitted, and distributes it 
over their local distribution networks, which are also characterized by decreasing long-run 
average cost. The local rate structure is negotiated between the local public utility company 
and its utility board, subject to a variety of regulations, which may include a maximum deficit 
constraint. 
The ideal is pricing of the utility at short-run marginal social cost. But, with scale economies 
in production, pricing at short-run marginal social cost results in operation at a loss. When 
account is taken that public utilities’ losses are financed out of general revenue, which is 
raised with distortion, and that eliciting information from the public utility company requires 
providing them with some “informational rent”, “second-best” pricing typically involves some 
form of Ramsey pricing, in which prices are calculated as markups over short-run marginal 
cost, with the markup rate being inversely proportional to the demand elasticity. 
Optimal distribution capacity is that level of capacity that minimizes the average cost of 
distributing the optimal quantity. It is also that level of capacity for which the social marginal 
benefit of expanding capacity equals the social marginal cost. Efficient capacity policy differs 
across utilities, differing according to the utilities’ specific technologies. Since I know little 
about the distribution technologies of specific utilities, let me instead discuss the technology of 
constructing highway capacity, which is analogous and which I am broadly familiar with.
Traffic engineers define capacity to be the maximum sustainable flow. The most obvious way 
to expand capacity is to add lanes, but capacity can be expanded in other ways as well, such 
as providing better banking around corners, smoothing grade variation, improving lighting 
and traffic signing, providing a road surface that is well suited to local weather conditions, and 
repaving the road periodically to reduce its roughness. Effective or expected capacity can also 
be increased by designing the road to make accidents less likely, and by improving the speed at 
36 Garbage collection is a borderline utility, with only modest economies of scale. In some communities, garbage collection is 
privatized, though firms and households are required to have their garbage removed for public health reasons. 
37 
Consider a pipeline. Flow is proportional to the area of the pipe, while the surface of the pipe is proportional to its radius. 
Thus, a doubling of the radius of the pipe results in a doubling of the surface of the pipe that needs to be constructed but a 
quadrupling of the oil flowing through the pipeline. 
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which accidents are dealt with. Thus, even though, at first glance, capacity appears discrete, in 
fact it is continuously variable. 
Textbook analyses typically simplify by assuming that efficient infrastructure design involves 
only designing infrastructure so that a given level of capacity is obtained at minimum cost, 
and then determining optimal capacity. But there are other aspects to efficient infrastructure 
design:
1. One that is now receiving attention in the transportation literature is reliability, which has 
various interpretations, one of which is variability in travel time. 
2. Another is speed. The cost-minimizing way of designing a road with a given level of 
capacity may entail slow travel at capacity flow; for a given construction cost, it might be 
desirable to have a highway with a lower capacity but higher average speed. 
3. Another is service quality; driving is more pleasant on smoother road surfaces. 
4. Yet another is infrastructure performance under transient rather than steady-state demand 
conditions. 
Problems arise when the entry flow to a highway exceeds capacity. In response to this issue, 
California has introduced “ramp metering” on its freeway entry ramps, which consists of 
a traffic light that restricts the rate at which cars can enter the freeway. This has markedly 
reduced the turbulence at entry points that was responsible for much traffic jamming, 
essentially converting hypercongestion into queuing. 
While the engineering detail is specific to the particular utility, the same general economic 
considerations apply. For example, voltage fluctuations, brownouts, and blackouts can occur in 
electricity distribution networks when demand exceeds capacity. Most cities now face the issue 
of how efficiently to upgrade their out-of-date and degraded utility networks (for example, lime 
build-up has reduced the capacity of many water distribution networks). 
Natural monopolies: Urban public transportation/mass transit
In an important paper published in 1972, Herbert Mohring identified two intrinsic sources of 
scale economies in mass transit.38 The first is economies of service frequency. Take a given 
bus network. Double the flow of passengers and double the frequency (and hence the number) 
of buses. Per passenger, walking time (from the origin to the boarding bus stop, and from the 
alighting bus stop to the destination), boarding and alighting time, bus crowding, and operating 
costs remain unchanged, but since bus frequency doubles, average waiting time halves. The 
second is economies of service density. Hold bus frequency on a given street fixed. Double the 
flow of passengers and double number of streets serviced by a bus. Per passenger, waiting time, 
boarding and alighting time, bus crowding, and operating costs remain unchanged, but since 
service density doubles, average walking time halves. 
It turns out that these sources of scale economies are sufficiently important quantitatively that 
pricing bus travel at short-run marginal social cost and providing optimal capacity results in 
bus fares covering only about 85 per cent of the operating and amortized capital costs. Thus, 
even absent second-best considerations, the subsidization of mass transit out of general revenue 
has a solid justification in theory.
38 
Mohring, H., 1972. “Optimization and Scale Economies in Urban Bus Transportation,” American Economic Review 62: 
591-604.
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Two other considerations provide support for even higher subsidy rates. The first is the 
underpricing of urban auto travel. Suppose that there are two ways of getting from A to B, by 
car and by mass transit, and that the aggregate demand for travel between the two locations is 
sensitive to price. The underpricing of urban auto travel generates distortion on two margins 
of choice, trip frequency and travel mode. Too many trips are taken and an excessively 
high proportion of these trips are taken by car. Now reduce the bus fare below the short-run 
marginal social cost of bus travel. Doing so reduces the distortion on the modal choice margin 
but increases the distortion on the trip frequency margin. The empirical magnitudes are such 
that the second best normally entails setting the bus fare below short-run marginal social cost.
The second consideration providing support for an even higher subsidy rate than that justifiable 
on the basis of Mohring economies of scale is distributional. In situations where traveling by 
bus is a better indicator of need than a low taxable income, subsidizing bus travel may provide 
a more efficient way of helping the needy than redistribution through the income tax system. 
On the basis of these considerations, Parry and Small argue that current levels of subsidy to 
mass transit systems are about right.39 
While the economic principles determining optimal capacity are well established, the analysis 
of optimal capacity is typically done one mode at a time. Only very recently have metropolitan 
transportation economists started to analyze the optimal design of entire metropolitan 
transportation systems. Mohring economies of scale may result in multiple local optima. There 
are three different reasons why. The first concerns alternative mass transit modes – bus, LRT, 
and subway. Take any pair, and suppose for the sake of argument, that their networks coincide 
and that they are identical in other respects as well, so that they are perfect substitutes in 
demand. Because of Mohring economies of scale, the cost-minimizing mass transit system 
entails either one mode or the other, but not both together. The reason is that each mode draws 
passengers away from the other, undermining the benefits each achieves through a higher 
volume of traffic. Since the networks of different modes do not coincide, and since they differ 
in other service characteristics as well, they are in fact not perfect substitutes. Thus, multiple 
transit modes may be optimal, but multiple local optima are to be expected. The second reason 
why Mohring economies may result in multiple local optima is the interaction between mass 
transit and auto travel. To illustrate, suppose that there is a single mass transit mode operating 
on a fixed network and congestible, auto travel on city streets on a separate but parallel fixed 
network, that the two modes are perfect substitutes in demand, and that overall trip demand 
is inelastic. Use of both modes together cannot be optimal. Suppose it were. Then transferring 
a passenger from auto travel to mass transit travel decreases trip cost for both car drivers and 
mass transit passengers. Again, when account is taken that the two modes are not perfect 
substitutes, there are likely to be multiple optima. The third reason to expect multiple local 
optima is the technology of bus-car interaction, with a bus contributing more to congestion the 
higher the ratio of cars to buses, and cars contributing more to congestion the higher the ratio 
of buses to cars. 
In recent years, the major transportation issue in California40 has been the reallocation of the 
transportation funds away from car travel and towards mass transit travel41. The result to date 
39 
Parry, I. and K. A. Small, 2009. “Should Urban Transit Subsidies Be Reduced?” American Economic Review 99: 700-724.
40 
Except perhaps for the proposed high-speed rail line between San Francisco and San Diego, where the issues are only 
tangentially related to intra-metropolitan transportation. 
41 
The reallocation has been largely accidental. The federal gas tax revenues, which are used to finance the freeway system, 
have been falling; local governments have been upgrading their bus systems; and the City of Los Angeles has been 
expanding its LRT system.
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has been worsening freeway congestion (Los Angeles is now the most congested city in North 
America, according to both TomTom and the Texas Transportation Institute) but also the City 
of Los Angeles has experienced a significant percentage increase in transit ridership (though 
from a low base). Those who favor more spending on mass transit and less on the freeway 
system argue that this allocation of the transportation budget will generate a virtuous cycle 
wherein expansion of the mass transit system, along with a reduction in expenditure on the 
freeway system, will generate densification, which will improve the viability of mass transit. 
Furthermore, without densification auto traffic congestion would get worse and worse. 
Those who oppose more spending on mass transit and less on the freeway system argue not 
only that the automobile metropolis works but also that it is the revealed preference of Southern 
Californians, who appreciate the cheaper housing, less congested lifestyle, and the greater 
privacy and convenience it allows. Due to the decentralization of employment that auto travel 
induces, Los Angeles can expand spatially virtually without limit with only modest increases 
in commuting times. Furthermore, even though its low density (relative to metropolitan areas 
of its size) may be partially attributable to the subsidization of auto travel in the past, the 
densification required to make mass transit viable in suburban areas would be prohibitively 
expensive. Both sides of the debate may be partially correct in the sense that each identifies a 
different locally optimal metropolitan transportation system.
In almost all cities, including Calgary, there is substantial debate over the allocation of the 
mass transit budget between bus and rail. The vast majority of urban transportation economists 
favor expansion of the bus system42 over expansion of the rail system. The main argument is 
that their technologies are such that bus transportation is considerably cheaper per kilometer 
than rail transportation. Another argument, which was made above, is that, due to economies 
of scale, having one dominant mass transit system is preferable to having a balance, which 
is supplemented by the argument that inter-modal transfers always present difficulties. Yet 
another argument is that bus transportation permits more flexibility, easily accommodating 
uncertain changes in the spatial distribution of trips. 
Agglomeration economies
I have already discussed agglomeration economies at some length in the section on 
externalities. The term agglomeration economies is sometimes used in the broader sense 
to refer to the set of forces that induce the spatial concentration of economic activity, and 
sometimes in the narrower sense of external economies of scale in which productivity increases 
with spatial concentration. Agglomeration economies generate agglomeration externalities 
since each extra unit of output produced or each extra unit of labor hired by a particular firm in 
a metropolitan area increases the productivity of all other firms in the city. Attempting to deal 
with agglomeration externalities by applying the classical, Pigouvian prescription seems futile 
since they are atmospheric in nature. Therefore, in this subsection I shall address two related 
questions. First, how do agglomeration economies distort production in a metropolitan area? 
Second, since it seems futile to attempt to internalize agglomeration externalities, what policies 
might mitigate the distortions that they create?
As a reference point, I start with a classical (Hecksher-Ohlin type) economy with transportation 
costs in which: i) there are two goods and two industries, and three factors of production, land, 
42 
Some cities’ mass transit systems are organized around high-speed bus corridors, with feeder buses. Such a system is 
intermediate between a regular bus system and a rail system.
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skilled and unskilled labor; ii) individuals consume the two goods and land; iii) the economy 
comprises two equal-sized islands, with the transportation of people and goods being costless 
on an island but costly between islands; iv) the economy has a fixed supply of both types of 
labor, with costless migration (though inter-island commuting is costly); and v) the technologies 
are the same on both islands and exhibit constant returns to scale. There is a unique local 
optimum, which is also the global optimum, which exhibits symmetry between the islands, 
and no trade or commuting between the islands. Furthermore, the competitive equilibrium is 
unique and coincides with the optimum. Thus, there is a unique equilibrium that is symmetric, 
stable, and efficient. 
Now modify the model in only one way. Assume that industry A (which produces good A) is 
characterized by external economies to scale; in particular, assume that industry A’s location 
potential on island X is an increasing function of the number of skilled workers employed 
in industry A on island X. The first important point is that, because of the agglomeration 
externalities in the production of good A, equilibria and optima will not in general coincide. 
The second important point is that localized economies of scale in the production of good A 
provides an incentive for all production of good A to be located on only one island. Depending 
on parameter values, the optimal allocation may or may not entail symmetry, and there may be 
multiple asymmetric local optima. The symmetric allocation is always a local optimum, but it 
may or may not be stable, depending on the adjustment mechanism, and there may be multiple 
asymmetric equilibria as well that alternate in stability. While it isn’t true that “anything can 
happen” or that “nothing can be said about the relationship between equilibrium and optimum”, 
the relationship between locally optimal allocations and equilibrium allocations is complex, 
even in this very simple model. Thus, except in specific cases, it seems that there are no simple 
ways to mitigate the efficiency loss associated with agglomeration externalities. 
The main takeaways from this section are:
1. Second-best pricing of public utilities typically involves some form of Ramsey pricing, in 
which prices are calculated as markups over short-run marginal cost, with the markup rate 
being inversely proportional to the demand elasticity. 
2. Since the networks of different modes of mass transportation (bus, light rail and subway) 
do not coincide, and since they differ in other service characteristics, they are not perfect 
substitutes. Thus, multiple transit modes may be optimal, resulting in multiple local optima 
in a metropolitan system.
3. Urban transportation economists prefer bus over rail because 1) bus transportation is 
considerably cheaper per kilometer than rail transportation, 2) having one dominant mass 
transit system is preferable due to economies of scale, 3) intermodal transfers (say from bus 
to light rail) present difficulties in system planning, 4) bus transportation is more flexible in 
accommodating future changes in the spatial distribution of trips. 
CONCLUSION 
In this paper, I have examined efficient resource allocation in a metropolitan area. The points 
of departure were the First Theorem of Welfare Economics, which states that, under a stringent 
set of assumptions, competitive equilibria are efficient, and the classic theory of market 
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failure, which identifies the three classic “distortions” (deviations from the assumptions of 
the perfectly competitive model), public goods, externalities, and increasing returns to scale, 
explains how each upsets the efficiency of competitive equilibrium, and derives policies that 
restore efficiency. I then applied the classic theory of market failure in the context of resource 
allocation at the metropolitan scale and from the perspective of urban economics. 
Calgary and the municipalities within its metropolitan area will continue to grow. This paper 
has discussed a wide range of policies that can be applied to make this growth more efficient 
and equitable. Many relate to the funding and costing of metropolitan infrastructure. With 
its focus on economic efficiency, the paper paid scant attention to the political dimension of 
different policies. But a policy that is efficient and equitable may fail to be implemented if it is 
politically unpopular, because the electorate misperceives its costs and benefits or a politically 
powerful group opposes it. Successful metropolitan policy will work to reconcile political 
interests for the economic good of the region.
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